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Preface  
 

The Sun as seen from earth entered Virgo on August 23rd and leaves on September 23rd 

this year.  The Sun has a different face. It has its own reality and purpose, ignored by humanity, 

who sees its only purpose as that which brings the dawn. The Sun is life. It is consciousness and 

purpose.  It uses the twelve solar hierarchies; we know then as the twelve signs and the twelve 

constellations.  These twelve solar hierarchies are our spiritual guides, our teachers.  They are 

preparing us to master life’s lessons. They are the instruments of the Sun’s prime purpose, to 

initiate mankind under the Cosmic Christ, for the purpose of the evolution of the soul. 

 

 For this purpose, the soul wears four Matter bodies made from the element of each of the 

four planes of matter, fire/etheric, air/mental, water/emotional, and earth/physical. The life 

sustaining Sun nurtures each of these soul bodies and the planes they occupy, but how? 

 

 The Sun is known in esoteric philosophy, known by the mystics and the saints as the Sun 

center that is in each soul, their heart.  The heart center has a secret chamber, the eight-petal 

chakra.  It is the anchor point for the crystal cord known in science as the bundle of hiss and by 

the saints and mystics and the Atlanteans of old, as the flame upon the altar within the heart. 

 

 It is the cause and core of the soul’s evolution. And is depicted in images of the saints as 

a halo or solar corona illuminated by the opening of the crown chakra, the activation of the 

spiritual centers in the head, the pineal and pituitary glands. The Sun, the fire element is the 

etheric plane. When Spirit (Father) comes into Matter (Mater – Mother) it enters in its fire body, 

here the Sun nurtures the soul in weaving its seamless solar body.  This is the resurrection flame.  

It is the soul’s destiny to weave this solar body having gone through the crucifixion, the cosmic 

cross of white fire. This means the soul comes apart from humanity and its enmity with God as 

Mother and her daughter, the remnant of the Woman and her seed.  The soul stands as a Son or 

Daughter of Solitude to hold the flame for life on Earth.  The soul stands at the center, the heart 

center, the secret chamber of the heart at the center of her astrology chart, in the eye of the 

storm raging among humanity that moves to the Lunacy of the Moons influence upon the 

emotional body of the soul and the collective unconsciousness of the planets, dweller on the 

threshold of consciousness, death and decay, the dead and the dying. 

 

 The Sun represents heaven to Earth’s evolutions and its promises of redemption, renewal.  

The Sun awakens in man, solar awareness of life between embodiments and the destiny of man.  

Hence, in esoteric astrology the twelve signs represent the Clock of Destiny.  Pisces and the 

twelfth house represent the soul’s debt of destiny, reminding the soul that contrary to humanity’s 

demand that God accept them as they are because someone they don’t believe in and do not 

imitate, died for their sins.  

 

 The Sun comes, each earthly month as the Sun enters zero degrees of the sign, but 

measured in solar time, from the all-seeing eye of the Sun, for its purpose.  It spends 28 solar 

days in each sign. Seven solar days in each plane of matter, nurturing the element of that specific 
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body of man. While humanity march to the influence of the Moon on humanities desire body.  

Hence we say there is nothing new under the sun, history repeats itself.   

 

 The Sun entered the mental plane, the air element to evolve (awaken and enlighten) the 

soul of mankind in the ongoing Age of Enlightenment and the Great Awakening of the souls 

response to the coming of Christ Jesus who paid with blood for their redemption, the saving of 

man from the darkness of the dead and dying humanity, the human race and their Age of Reason.  

The Age of Reason produced the Protestant Rebellion and the counter-revolution of the 

Reformation, the collective consciousness of the Proletariat.  This ongoing evolution of the soul 

of mankind is a continuation of what Jesus started 2000 years ago. Man, broke free from the 

dark ages of the Catholic church finding freedom and liberty in the Renaissance and the 

American Revolution.  Now at the end of the Age of Pisces and the beginning of the Age of 

Aquarius Man stands on the cusp of a new Age, the Kingdom age.  Revelations tells us that the 

Kingdom Age has replaced the church age. 

 

 Earth’s population comprises two evolutions, mankind made in the image and likness of 

God the Creator and humanity created by the fallen angels as mechanization man, made in their 

image and with their genes. The latter began as the Serpent in the Garden and has evolved 

Mother tells us to become the Dragon of the Book of Revelations.  Mankind has evolved to 

Christ, in the second coming.  Known of old, we will see him coming in the second coming 

because we are like him.  What began as war in heaven and the fall has evolved on Earth today, 

as the Battle of Armageddon and the final judgment.  Mankind has been slaves to these Nephilim 

gods and their mechanization race of men, humanity, made from the genes of animal (homo 

erectus) and the genes of the Nephilim, the fallen angels amongst us, hiding in plain sight. 

 

 The Sun’s purpose is to free the soul to fulfill her destiny, the soul’s return to God. This is 

the purpose of esoteric astrology.  To guide the awakened soul on the path home. The science of 

esoteric astrology is illuminated by the everlasting Gospel promised by Jesus Christ through the 

revelator, John in the Book of Revelation and delivered by the Seventh Angel through his 

prophets (Rev 10:7). God delivered his message through his Son and his Prophets of the Seventh 

Angel, humanity rejected him, as he told Samuel of old and now his Prophets today.  They 

rejected the Prophets and the message as they rose up in the uprising of the Gentiles to seize the 

Church and the Nation, America.  This uprising came in response to the Sun’s release of the 

dispensation to mankind to come apart and be a separate and chosen people, elect unto God; 

one people, one nation, one God.  Mankind was called to come apart and be made whole, to 

become Christ.  This is your soul’s origin in the beginning before the fall in the Garden by the 

Serpent Mind’s logic and reasoning.  Now in the latter days faced with the Age of Reason… at its 

conclusion we are called and chosen to come out of Her, the harlot or receive her karma 

(judgment) Rev 18:4.   

 

 The Sun delivers salvation to the faithful and judgment to the reprobate.  The Sun in the 

mental plane in Virgo forms a Grand Square in the mutable signs, the yellow cross of wisdom’s 
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flame blazing upon the altar of the heart, for all to attune with.  It calls the soul to enter into the 

secret chamber and be washed in illumination’s flame.  Washed of all ignorance of the law and 

the vacuum filled by wisdom’s flame, as taught by the Cosmic Christ Maitreya, the Spiritual 

Father of Jesus.  The Sun entered the mental body of man at 7 degrees Virgo 30 minutes in the 

first decant of Virgo (achievement) in the fourth house first decant (over mood momentums of 

emotional disturbance) to conjunct Mars to free the soul from the influences of the Moon upon 

unresolved desires that pulls down the consciousness to the lower mental body and the logic of 

the serpent mind. Having met the challenges presented to the soul this last weekend by genuine 

soul achievement and not that of outer mastery but true inner achievement, the soul experiences 

in the fourth house the second decant, Revelations. The soul is prepared to be co-creator with the 

God within, over the enemy within, the soul’s own worst enemy, her dweller on the threshold.  

The Sun moved into the second decant in Virgo (at 10 degrees) on Monday (yesterday) to learn 

from the experiences of this week by implementing the teachings illuminating the soul by the 

Holy Spirit of the Teacher in the heart’s center, the flame blazing on the altar of the heart. 

Tomorrow (Wednesday) the Sun moves to conjunct Venus tomorrow at 7:30 pm  approximately. 

 

 While the Sun is illuminating and initiating the soul in Virgo in the fourth house (of the 

chart for the Heart of the Planet, America, the White House.) the soul faces the challenge 

presented by those she encounters in Pisces, represented by Neptune and the Black Moon Lilith, 

in the tenth house. These are the people, your crew in the Odyssey of your soul’s journey.  They 

mirror the unloving boy child, Mars playing out in the illusions of your unresolved desires that 

stem from the consciousness presented by Lilith, the ego as the center of your world. The 

insatiable appetite of desire of the unfathomable Pisces, the bottomless pit where the Beast 

abides with the temptress, Jezebel and her daughters. The lure of distraction from the Sun Center 

in Virgo.  The soul meets this challenge and the entrapment and karmic web of Mars Venus 

Moon opposed by Neptune BM Lilith on the Pisces Virgo axis of the Solar Plexus chakra, the 

karmic axis.  The Sun is come to walk with the soul through a tough initiation of choosing life not 

death (Neptune, the Pale Horse, Death…and Hades follows…as the consequence).  The soul 

stands in the second decant of Pisces in the tenth house and sacrifices the lesser self, her ego, for 

Christ’s way, the Cosmic Honor Flame.  The soul casts herself on the rock of Christ who fastens 

himself to the cross, In Pisces the Woman and her seed fall the first time, in Virgo, they fall the 

third time under the weight of world karma. 

 

 This weight of planetary karma is the Gemini Sagittarius axis as the soul bears the cross 

of the abusers of the Word on the First Ray (April 27th,1984) now in its 36th year in Sagittarius.  

The soul stands, confronted by the Abusers of the Word, following her intuition in Gemini as she 

moves into the second decant of Gemini today, Tuesday and must demonstrate her Fidelity in the 

face of the soul’s returning karma and chooses life not death in all its presentations this week.  

The soul stands in the throat chakra having washed seven times (once each day as the Sun 

transits the Mental Plane for seven days, one day on each ray, therefore seven times clearing 

each ray therefore balancing the three-fold flame of power wisdom and love).  Now the soul 

wields the power of the word incarnate, her Holy Christ Self, and renunciates (third decant of 
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the sixth house) as the soul seeks the God solution to her experiences as she explores 

implementing the hearts illumination flame to free herself from an ancient karmic web (ties to 

individuals) and entrapments that tie us to others in their webs of darkness.  The saving grace for 

the soul is her devotion in Sagittarius first decant to the flame upon the altar of the heart where 

the Sun abides in man and where the soul can sit at the feet of the Sun, the Son of Man and be 

God taught. 
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